Example Bibliography


In-Text Citation

Here are some examples of in-text citation using the Harvard style.

To acknowledge a paraphrased idea put the reference information in brackets next to the idea used.

For example:
There is some evidence (Smith 1995) that these figures are incorrect.
or
Smith (1995) has provided evidence that these figures are incorrect.

When using direct quotations (remember to enclose direct quotations in inverted commas or quotation marks) or referring to particular sections of a document you must give the page numbers. Include the page numbers after the date within the brackets, use either a comma, or colon: to separate the date and page numbers. Abbreviations include: page (p.) pages (pp.) section (s.) and sections (ss.). If no page number is available (for example it has been taken from a web page use (n.p.)
For example:
Härdtlein et al. argue that ‘many C++-programmers still hesitate to implement the ET technique’ (2010, p. 59).
OR
Härdtlein et al. (2010, p.59) argue that ‘many C++-programmers still hesitate to implement the ET technique’. 